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I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the problem of the numerical solution of 
(r(t) x’(t))’ =f(4 -Y) 
(1) 
x(u) =x,, x’(u) = x’, 
which is associated with the form 
1(x, Y) = j-” [r(t) x’(t) y’(t) +f(t, x(t)) y(t)1 dt. 
0 
(2) 
We assume r(t) > 0, r E C2[a, b] and that f is continuous in t and Lipschitz 
continuous in x. Our setting includes the linear problem when 
f(t, x) =p(t) x(t) + g(t). Our ideas lead to efficient methods for solving the 
nonlinear boundary value problem. 
We give a finite element (Galerkin)-type algorithm of the sort usually 
associated with boundary value problems. The algorithm is shown to have 
optimal h2 pointwise convergence. Our method yields a global solution, not 
a pointwise solution. Thus, we are able to obtain error estimates in several 
norms. The solution is a piecewise linear approximation. For related results 
see Loscalzo and Talbot [S] and Werner [7]. The algorithm yields a 
direct method for solving second-order nonlinear differential equations (as 
opposed to solving a first-order system) and compares favorably with other 
direct methods such as Stormer’s method and Cowell’s method 
[3, pp. 291-2921. In practice we obtain efficient and accurate numerical 
procedures comparing favorably with Runge-Kutta methods. 
The remainder of our paper is as follows. In Section II we give the 
development of our basic algorithm. We use the first variational idea, that 
a numerical solution xh( t) to (1) must satisfy Z(x,, yh) = 0 for any piecewise 
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linear y,,(t) vanishing at t =a and t = b. In Section III, we show that the 
error at the node points, ek = x(ak) - ~,(a,), satisfies a second-order dif- 
ference equation. We then give a discrete Gronwall-type argument which is 
applied to show that ek= 0(Zz2). We then apply this result to obtain 
estimates of the pointwise error and L2 norm errors. In Section IV, we give 
the algorithm which results from our analysis. It is noted that this 
algorithm is simpler to code than Runge-Kutta and that a one-step 
Richardson extrapolation argument yields test results (Section V) which 
are better than Runge-Kutta results. 
II. THE APPROXIMATING EQUATIONS 
In this section we develop the approximating equations for our 
algorithm. This development culminates in the two-step difference quation 
I ::x’,’ (~(t)CCk-,26-,+CkZb+Ck+IZb+Il~h 
+,f(t, ck-]zk-1 +C!&+Ck+]Zk+,)Zk} dt=O, k= l,..., N- 1, (3) 
where the terms are defined below. 
In Section IV, we present several methods to numerically solve (3). The 
numbers {ck} are the coefficients of the numerical approximation solution 
~~(1) = c,z,(z) of the solution x(t) in (1). In this paper repeated indices 
involving c( and /I are summed. The continuity conditions are given in Sec- 
tion III. 
We begin by defining a uniform grid or partition of an interval [a, b]. 
Let N be a large natural number and h = (b - a)/N. For each I= -1, 0, 1, 
2 ,..., N + 1 let a, = a + Ih and for each k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., N let 
zk(r)=$-Ir-aki/& iftin[ak-l,ak+l] 
=o otherwise. 
(4) 
In the continuous case, if x(t) satisfies (1) and y(t) is any continuous 
piecewise C’ function vanishing at t = u and t = ZJ then multiplying 
(TX’)‘--f(t, X) = 0 in (1) by -v(f) and integrating by parts yields 
Z(x,y) =0 in (2). In the discrete case letting y,Jt)=b,z,(t) and 
xh(t)=cgzO(t) and noting that (2) is linear in y we have 
Since { 6,) is arbitrary except for 6, = b, = 0, we have Z(x,, zk) = 0 for each 
k = 1, 2,..., N- 1. Finally, noting that z,(t) z,(t) = 0 if Ik - II > 1 we have 
Eq. (3). 
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III. ERROR ESTIMATES 
The main purpose of this section is to show that the error function 
e( t ) = x(t) - xh( t) satisfies e, = e(a,) = 0( h’). This estimate is optimal for 
our basis functions. There are two major steps in our proof. The first step is 
to derive the second-order difference equation for the error expression for 
ek in (16) below. The second step is to bound this error term. Finally, we 
give error estimates in several norms. 
We begin with the equality 1(x, z -1(x,, zk) = 0 since both quantities 
equal zero. Hence, multiplying by for convenience, 
s “k+‘r(t)(x’(t)-x;(t))Ji;~;(t)dt (It - I 
=-- 
i ak+’ Cf(t, x(t)) -f(t, x,(t))1 ,:i; zdf) dt.(5) W-l 
Expanding r(t) in the Taylor series and letting x(ak) = xk, 
r(ak) = rk, x; = x’(uk), etc., we have 
r(t) = rk + r;(t - uk) + r”(q(t))(t -uk)2/2? 
where 
Noting that fi z;(t) = 1 on (& .~ ]) &) and - 1 on (Uk, ak + I), the left- 
hand side of (5) has summands 
(6) d”k) 
D 
u;-, (x’-x;)dt-jUkk’ (x’-x;)dt] 
“i 
r’(“k) (t-u,)(r’-x;)dt-j”(” (t-uk)(x’-x;)dt 1 (7) Uk 
and 
r”(q(t))(t-Uk)2(X’-Xi,) dt-Jz” r"(q(t))(t-uk)2(x'-~k) dt]. (8) 
We note that summand (6) is e ual to r(uk)( -ek.- I + 2e, - ek+ ,). To 
evaluate (7) we set Xk = xh(uk) = P h ck, expand x(t) in Taylor series about 
uk-l and uk+l and use the piecewise linearity of xJt) to obtain 
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x(l)--xJt)=e,-,+ xi-,-- 
C 
x,-Xk-, 
h I 
(t--k-,) 
+X;[-p,(t-uk-j)2/2 
+x”‘(ti(r))(t-ok- ,)“P, where uk-, <9,(t)<t<ak 
(t--k+,) 
and 
+~;+1(~-~k+1)2/2 
+ x”‘(t,(f))(t - ak + , j3/6, where ak<t<12(t)<ak+1 (9) 
.f,-xk-, 
h 
I 
+xi-,(t--aa,-,) 
+ x”‘(t3(f))(t -ok- ] )‘/2, where uk _ , -C t3(t) < t < ak 
xk+l -x:k 
= -4+1- h +xi+,(t-ak+l) 
+ X”‘(i5.dt))(f - ak+ 1 )2/2, 
Using (lo), (7) becomes 
where ak < t < 14(t) < ak + , . 
(10) 
+ r; x;l~,(t-a,.~,)(f-a,)dt 
I 
Nk + 1 - 
XkN+l(l-ak+I)(f-~k)dc 
Ok 
+ r;/2 s” X”(rj(t))(t-uk-,)2(t -ok) dt 
Uk -1 
1^ 
Ok+, - 
X”‘(t4tf))(f - uk+ ,)‘(f - %) dt . 
wi 
The first of these three differences equals 
-~2(~b/2)~~;-,+x;+,-(~k+,-~~-t)/hl 
= -h(r$?)(e, + 1 - ekp I) - 3h4(rb/4) x”‘(c5), 
wherea,~,<~,<ak+,. 
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This result follows from the Taylor series for xl ~ I + x; + 1 in terms of xk + , 
and xk- I. The second of these three differences equals 
r;[x;-,(-h3/6)-xi+,(-h3/6)]=(h4/3)r;x”’(t,) 
for ak-,-c56<ak+L. The last difference is equal to +(a,) D,,kh4, where 
ID,,, I 9 sup 1 X”‘(Z)l. 
Uk-l<f<Uk+l 
Thus (7) is equal to 
-h(ri/2)(ek + 1 -ek_,)+h4r;[-3/4X”‘(55)+ 1/3X”‘(56)-kDl,k] 
To evaluate (8), we use an expansion similar to (lo), namely, 
=x;+1- 
xk+l-xk 
h +X”(t8(t))(t-ak+1)y 
wherea,<t<[,(t)<a,+,. (11) 
Hence, (8) becomes 
1 
z 
XL-*- r”(v(t))(t-ak)2dt 
- XL+,- 
C 
xk+l -xk 
h -1, 
ok+1 
r”(q( t))( t - ak)* dt 
ali 
+; {y r”(q(t)) xn(r7(f))(t - ak- ,)(t - ak)2 dt 
uk-l 
s 
ok+* 
- 
r”(?(t))x”(5s(t))(t-ak+,)(t-ak)2 dt (12) ak 
To evaluate the first summand, t{ } in (12), we have 
Xi-l- 
Xk--Zk-1 xk-xkbl 
I 
ek-ek- 1 
h h +h 
for ak-J<t9<ak (l3) 
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and similarly, 
x;+,- 
xk+l -x -k 
h 
fo~ak<~lo<ak+l~ (14) 
Thus, this first summand in (12) is equal to 
ek-ek-l 
h 
-;X”lr,)jD;,h3-[ek+;-ek+;X”([m)jD3,,h3 
= h2D2,dek - ek - 1) - h2&,k(ek + , - ek) -; x”(b) D2.k 
-; x1(5,,,) D3,k 
where 
iD2.k 
and 
ID,,k 
The second summand in (12) equals D4,kh4 - D5,kh4 where 
ID,,, I G o,_~~;cuk w(t) xw24) . . 
and 
ID5,k 1 < max (If’(t) x”(t)l/24). 
uk<l<Uk+l 
Putting (6), (7), and (8) together the left-hand side of (5) becomes 
rk[-ek~1+2ek-ek+11-h(rb/2)(ek,,-ek-,) 
+ h4r;[ -+X”‘(~5)+;x”‘(<6)+&k] 
+ h2&&, - ek- ,I - h2D3,k[ek+, - ekl - (h4/2) .x”(b) D2,k 
- (h4/2) x”(t,,) &,k + h4&,k - h4&,k. (54 
We now evaluate the right side of (5). We define g(t, x, y) = [f(t, JJ) - 
f(t, x)1/(x-y) if x(t) #y(t) and 0 if x(l) = y(t). Iff(t, x) is continuous in t 
and Lipschitz continuous in x then .f(t, xh) -f( t, x) = g(t, x, xh)(x - xh) 
4OY’lll 1-i 
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where jg(t, x, xh)( d L for all t, x, xh and some L > 0. Using (9), (13) and 
(14), the right-hand side of (5) equals 
s ak+’ g(t, xx&x - x,,($z,, dtW-l 
c Uk xk-xk-I = Ok 1 - > h tt--kp,) 
+ x”(5,(t)) 
2 
(t--a,- ,)’ 1 (t--a,- ,)dt 
(t-ak+,) 
where 
and 
=ekp,h2Bl,k+ -~x”(t,)+ek-~k~’ 
( > 
h’ B,,, + h4B,,k 
-ek+ ,h’B,,,- 
( 
~x”(~,O)+ek~~-ek 
1 
h3Bz3, - h4&, (5b) 
IB,., I G L/T I&,, 1 G L/2; 
1 B2.k I G ‘513, I B,., I 6 L/3; 
I&, 1 f L/8 max Ix”(t)l, 
“A , < / Q oi 
Setting (Sa) equal to (Sb), dividing by rk and relabeling we have 
(-ek+,f2Pk-ek~~,)-(h/2)(r;/rk)(ek+1-ek- I) 
=h2(ckm I.kek-, fCk.kek+Ck+~,kek+,)+h~Hk. (15) 
Hence, we have proved the following 
THEOREM 1. Assume x E C3[a, h], r E C*[u, b], f(t, x) is continuous in t 
and Lips&it2 continuous in x. Then the error ek = ~(a,) - xh(uk) sutisfies 
-ek~l+2ek-ek+l=hAk(ek+l-ek_l) 
+h2(C,- ,,kek-,++k,kek+Ck+,.kek+,)+h4Hk (16) 
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where Ak = r;/(2rk) and where ck + i.k, i = - 1, 0, 1, and Hk are bounded 
independently of h. 
We are now able to prove our main result concerning the pointwise 
estimate e, = x(a,) - xh(an). 
THEOREM 2. If r(t) E C’[a, b] andf (t, x) is continuous in t and Lipschitz 
continuous in x, and le,I < C, h3 for i= 0, 1 and some C, > 0, then there 
exists a constant Cz > 0 independent of h such that le, ( 6 CZh2, 0 ,< n 6 N, 
,fbr h sufficientlql small. 
Proof: We will prove the theorem by showing that e, satisfies a 
Gronwall-type inequality. Let R(t) = r’(t)/2r(t) and let o! and y be the 
maxima of [R(t)1 and IR’(t)l, respectively, on [a, b]. Let p and 1 be the 
maxima of Ick + ,,k I and I Hk 1, respectively, for k = l,..., N - 1 and 
i= -1, 0, 1, and let E=max{c,, e,}. For I= l,..., n- 1, multiply Eq. (16) 
corresponding to I = k by n -k and add the resulting equations. We obtain 
[I1 -hR(a,, -l)-h2c,, ,.,,I e,, 
=h(C(n-1)R(a,)-(n-3)R(a3)le2 
+ ‘.. + [(n-k) R(a,)-(n-k-2) R(a,+,)] ek+l 
+ ..* + CWv3)-R(a,-,)1 e,,- z+2R(a,-2)e,,+,) 
+h2j(n- 1) c o.l e. + C(n - 1) CIJ + (n - 2) c,,J el 
+ ... + [(n-k+ l)c,,, ,+(n-k)~,,,+(n-k-1)~,,,+,le, 
+ ... +C~C,,-~,,,-~+(.,, ,. , ,le, ,f 
+h4[(n-l)H,+(n-2)H2+ ... +2HEez+H,, ,] 
+[-h(n-l)R(a,)e,-h(n-2)R(a,)e,+ne,-(n-l)eo]. (17) 
We first bound the “h{ }” term in the right-hand side of (17) above: 
Since RE C’[a, b], R(ak+2)-R(ak)= R’(t,)(2h), for ak< tk<ak+2, we 
have (n-k)R(a,)-(n-k-2)R(a,+,)=2(n-k)hR’([,)+2R(a,+,) so 
that this term becomes 
II ~ 3 n-2 
h 2 c (n-k)hR’(t,)e,+,+2 1 R(ak+,)ek+,) 
k=l k=l 
n-1 
GW(b-a)y+al c bki 
k=O 
since (n-k)h<Nh=b-a for 1 <k<n-3. 
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To bound the “h2{ }” term, since 
l(n-~+l)c,-,,,+(n-~)c,,,+(n-~-l)c,+,,,I~3N~ 
this term is not greater than 
n-1 n- 1 
3h2NP c lekl d 3W(b-a) c lekl. 
k=O k=O 
The bound on the “h4{ }” is not greater than 
h41[1+2+ ... +(n-1)1=/A. 
(n- l)(n-2) 
2 
<h41N2 
‘2 
1 
<h2; (b-a)Z. 
Similarly, the last [ ] term on the right-hand side is not greater than 
2N(ha + 1) E. Since the left-hand side of (17) in absolute value is not less 
than (e, ([ 1 - ha - h’fl], we have 
n-1 
le,, <K*+hL* c lekl, n = I,..., N - 1, 
k=O 
where 
K* = h*[A(b - a)/2 + 2N(ha + 1) E 
1 - ha - h2b 
and 
L* = 2a + VJ - a)(27 + 38) 
l-ha--h*/? ’ 
By induction, we can show that (e,( d K*( 1 + hL*)“, which implies that 
le,, 1 < K*enhL* d K*eNhL* Q K*e(b-“)L*. The result of the theorem thus 
follows. 
We now use the error estimates at the nodes derived in Theorem 2 to 
obtain estimates for e(t) and e’(t) on the interval [a, 6-J. We use the 
triangular inequality and the results in Strang and Fix [6, pp. 44-451. 
THEOREM 3. Let e(t)=x(t)-xx,(t) where x(t) satisfies (1) and x,(t) is 
the piecewise linear approximate solution to (1) given by x,,(uk) = ck where ck 
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is defined in (3). Let C, be as defined in Theorem 3 and C3 = ,y:xb Ix”( t)l. 
Then . . 
max le(t)l d (C, + QC3) h2 (18) 
and 
max je’(t)l d (2C, + $C,) h. 
rr<r<h 
(19) 
COROLLARY 4. Let Ijel/i = 1: (e(t))2 dt and let lIeI/: = Ijell: + Ile’/li. Then, 
l14,~~(C2+~C,)h2 (20) 
and 
Hence, 
(21) 
II4 I d Cd, for a suitable constant C,. (22) 
IV. NUMERICAL REALIZATION OF (3) 
The purpose of this section is to give the algorithm which results from 
(3). While we have shown in the previous section that this algorithm has 
an associated error of O(h*) we also give the Richardson extrapolation 
x,R(t) of xJt) which leads to an error of O(h4). This extra order of accuracy 
(we expect O(h3)) has been observed in [6] for the linear boundary value 
problem and is an unexpected bonus of the finite element method. We have 
observed the error O(h4) in all our computer runs for both the linear and 
nonlinear initial value problem. In Section V we give a test run to illustrate 
this fourth-order error. We also give the Runge-Kutta results for this 
example and note that our results are actually better. 
To begin our derivation we assume y(t) is sufficiently smooth, 
y(a) = y(b) = 0, multiply Eq. (1) by -y(t), and integrate by parts over 
[a, b] to obtain 
s ’ [r(t) x’(t) v’(t) +f(t, x(t)) y(t)1 dt = 0. (23) 0 
To obtain the discretized form of (23) we assume yh(t) =dpzp(t) and 
x,,(t) = c,zJt) where CI, /? =O, l,..., N, repeated indices in a and fi are sum- 
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med, and z,(t) is given in (4). The linearity in y(t) and the arbitrary 
definition of {dD} lead to Eq. (3). Finally, setting rk = r(a,), 
rk* = (rk + rk + 1)/z and fk =f (ak, ck &) our discrete form of (23) becomes 
dk,k+,Ck+l+dk,kCk+dk,k-,Ck--~+fkh3’2=0 (24) 
where 
u!i I 
(- $)($) h= -r,*-,, (25a) 
“k + I
d k,k + I = s rk*zbelZ;dt=rk Uk 
*($)(-$=)h=-r,f Pb) 
and 
Finally, (24) becomes - r> ck + , +(r;p, +r;)ck-r;-, C&,+fkh3'*=0 
or 
where 
fk=ftakr ck$) and rk* = Crtak) + dak + I )1/2. Wb) 
In summary, the two-step difference quation (26) requires only one new 
evaluation of r(t) and f (t, x). The Richardson extrapolation, x;(t), defined 
by 
P(t)= (4x,,,-x,)/3, (27) 
has an error equal to O(h4). Thus the error yielded by the algorithm (26) 
and (27) is equivalent to that provided by Runge-Kutta although it uses 
half the number of evaluations of r(t) and f (t, x). Furthermore, (26) and 
(27) are far easier to code than the two-component systems Runge-Kutta 
needs for Eq. (1); see [ 1, pp. 280-2841. Finally, we note that our test case 
gives results which are better than the comparable Runge-Kutta results. 
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V. A TEST CASE 
In this section we give a test case for the equation 
.I? + (1 + sin* t) x - x3 = 0 (28) 
with initial conditions that lead to the solution x(t) = sin t. This is Eq. (1) 
with r(t) = 1 and f(t, x) = x3 - (1 + sin* t) X. These results are displayed in 
Fig. 1. 
In Fig. 1, columns (a)-(j) represent, respectively: (a) the independent 
variable t; (b) the actual value, sin t; (c)-(f) the differences or errors (*) 
-u(t)-xx,(t) for h= l/16, l/32, l/64 and l/128; (g)-(j) the Richardson dif- 
ferences of errors (**) x(t)-x:(t) for h = l/16, l/32 and l/64 and the 
Runge-Kutta error ( ***) x(t) -xi(t) for h = l/32. The Richardson 
extrapolation x:(t) is defined by (27). 
Since the difference quation for the error e(t) we derived is fundamen- 
tally similar to the difference equation we get by using finite difference 
methods, following the argument in Strang and Fix [6, pp. 19-201, which 
is for linear problems, we might hope that x(t) - x;(t) = O(h4) even in our 
nonlinear case. We note this result in our runs; that is, x(t) -x:(t) = O(h4). 
We would like to point out that this accuracy is achieved with half as many 
evaluations as required by the Runge-Kutta method. 
Finally, for completeness, we note that our results in Fig. 1 contain no 
error in the value of xh(a + h); that is, we have assumed an idealized start- 
up procedure. In order to really compare our numerical results with the 
results obtained by Runge-Kutta, which is self-starting, we have to use a 
start-up procedure. This is done with the procedure given by (29) below 
and displayed in Fig. 2. Qualitatively the same results are obtained as 
before. Of course, quantitatively our results are not as good as the results 
we displayed in Fig. 1. 
To be true to our method, and to anticipate the application of our 
method to a topic such as optimal control theory, where x’(t) is not con- 
tinuous, we multiply (rx’)’ -f(t, x) = 0 by --y, integrate over [a,, a,] and 
approximate 
O=i”’ [(rx’)‘-f](-y)dt= -rx’yl:; 
UO 
u’ + +I [rx’y’ +f( t, x) y] dt “0 
N -da, 1 x’(a, 1da, I+ r(6) x’(41) ~(4 + ro* - (y)(-$)h 
+fo* ; 0 (Ji;) h = r(u) B Ji;-- rg*(c, -co) +tfl h3j2, 
t 
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t sin t h-1/32 (*) h=1/64(*) h=1/32(**) h=1/64(**) 
0.50 0.47942554 -O.l94D-03 
1.00 0.84147098 -0.361D-03 
1.50 0.99749499 -0.552D-03 
2.00 0.90929743 -o.a53D-03 
2.50 0.59847214 -0.125 -02 
3.00 0.14112001 -0.1.55D-02 
3.50 -0.35078323 -O.lSOE-02 
4.00 -0.75680250 -O.l20D-02 
4.50 -0.97753012 -O.Y44D-03 
5.00 -0.95892427 -0.904D-03 
5.50 -0.70554033 -O.l05D-02 
6.00 -0.27941550 -O.l2UJ-02 
6.50 0.21511999 -0.114D-02 
7.00 0.65698660 -0.8330-03 
-0.486D-04 
-O.Y04D-04 
-O.l38D-03 
-0.213D-03 
-0.313D-03 
-0.387D-03 
-0.375D-03 
-0.300D-03 
-0.235D-03 
-0.225D-03 
-0.264D-03 
-0.304D-03 
-0.287D-03 
-0.209D-03 
0.679D-08 
O.lOOD-07 
0.339D-07 
O.l34D-06 
0.394D-06 
0.782D-06 
O.lOlD-05 
O.Y33D-06 
0.686D-06 
0.4280-06 
O.l23D-06 
-0.303D-06 
-0.753D-06 
-O.l03D-05 
0.425D-09 
0.631D-09 
0.212D-08 
o.a4lD-08 
0.246D-07 
0.4aaD-07 
0.636D-07 
0*582D-07 
0.428D-07 
0.268D-07 
0.793D-08 
-0.186D-07 
-0.466D-07 
-0.640s07 
(*) values of x(t) - Iqt) 
(**) values of X(f) - <(t) where g(t) = (4%,,(t) - \Wf/3 
FIGURE 2 
which implies 
c, = 
r(a) B fi + tfi h312 + c 
ro* 
0, (29) 
- 
where a, = a, a, = a + h, x(a) = A = co@, x’(u) = B, r$ = [r(ao) + r(u,)]/2 
andf,* = [f(a,, A)+f(a,, A + WIP. 
Finally, we note that for this example the start-up procedure satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2, with Cz = I, namely that le, / <C, h3 and 
1e2 16 C2h3. Thus, e, = 0, 
C,= 
(l)(l)$+f(-/r)h3i2 
1 
+O=JTi-+hs’z, 
x,,(a,)=c,$rh-th3 and sin h= h - bh3 SO le, ( < L3. These calculations 
are computed “to h3” and hence f: z -x = -h. 
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